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Abstract 

 

In the course of dark fermentative hydrogen production, a complex gaseous 

mixture with significant quantity of CO2 is formed. Hence, proper separation of H2 and 

CO2 is required for adequate utilization of hydrogen gas in fuel cell applications. 

Technological solutions for the removal of CO2 can be designed by using gas separation 

membranes. Nevertheless, contemporary systems should be concerned with the 

consecutive valorization of carbon dioxide, as well. In this review article, the membrane-

based technologies aiming at the effective separation of CO2 and biohydrogen (bioH2) 

will be evaluated, along with concise discussion and perspectives of integrative schemes 

offering alternatives for the biologically-mediated (fermentative, bioelectrochemical and 

algal) conversion of carbon dioxide into value-added substances, such as methane, 

hydrocarbons, etc. With this analysis, the objective was to bring the most important 

aspects of membrane-assisted biohydrogen downstream technology under one cover 

and give insights to recent advancement and possible future research directions.   

 

Keywords: biohydrogen; membrane separation; CO2 removal; CO2 utilization; integrated 

CO2 valorization    
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1. Introduction 

 

Membrane-based technology exhibit large application potential over other 

gas-upgrading systems including overcoming the difficulties with CO2 capturing 

and enhancing the hydrogen purity in various gas mixtures [1]. Benefits of 

membrane technology lay on the possibility to separate chemical substances 

without occurrence of phase change (if this is desirable) with high energetic 

efficiency and reliability, possibility of easy start-up as well as shutdown 

procedure, process design flexibility and low areal footprint. Membranes could be 

divided according to their morphology into symmetric/asymmetric, non-porous and 

porous ones. Mainly, the performance of overall membrane process is displayed 

by two measures, particularly the selectivity and permeability [2]. In principle, for 

non-porous (polymeric) membranes that are widely used for gas purification, the 

separation is mostly described by the solution-diffusion theory [2]. Hence, to 

achieve sufficient separation, differences in solubility and diffusivity for the various 

gases should be exploited for a particular membrane material and operating 

conditions. Concerning membranes, a broad range of materials are available for 

separation of CO2/H2 mixture, to be classified as (i) inorganic (such as ceramic, 

carbon molecular sieve, clay, glass, metal), (ii) organic (typically polymer) 

membranes, plus (iii) the combination of those (so called mixed-matrix 

membranes) [3-5].  

In fact, for the enrichment of biologically-produced hydrogen gas (called 

biohydrogen or bioH2), membrane gas separation has been demonstrated as a 
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feasible technological choice [6]. The main target of the process is set on the 

efficient removal of carbon dioxide, which is the most significant secondary 

product found in the bioreactor off-gas [7,8]. Basically, CO2 separation can be 

attempted by the proper selection of membrane material, adequate design of the 

module and last but not least, the optimization of operation conditions in terms of 

transmembrane partial pressure gradient, temperature, stage-cut, etc. [9]. 

However, it is generally experienced that the permeability difference of H2 and 

CO2 gases is not sufficiently high and consequently, the permselectivity for this 

gas pair remains relatively low for most polymeric, non-porous membranes 

commonly employed for the above purpose. Actually, the Robeson-upper bound 

plot (Fig. 1) is representative of this issue, illustrating that the CO2/H2 selectivity 

and permeability of carbon dioxide are often compromised [10,11]. Accordingly, 

further development of advanced materials and approaches is suggested to enter 

the attractive region where high selectivity and permeability are accomplished 

simultaneously. During the process, as presented in our recent publication [12] the 

membrane stage will split the feed into permeate and retentate streams and 

depending on the membrane properties, one of those will enrich H2 while the other 

CO2. This means that the latter technological flow containing larger quantity of 

CO2 (and lower amount of H2 in accordance with the separation efficacy) can be 

viewed as side-stream by-product to deal with.  

Therefore, in this review, the paper will be structured around discussing the 

literature information relevant to the membrane separation part including materials 

design and modelling (Sections 2 and 3, respectively), followed by an overview 
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and assessment pertain to the utilization of CO2 refused by the gas separation 

membrane in the course of bioH2 purification. On this matter, the analysis in 

Section 4 will cover the options ranging from hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis 

(Section 4.1), microbial electrosynthesis (Section 4.2) to algae-assisted 

electrochemical systems (Section 4.3). The ultimate goal of this work is to give an 

insight to downstream-associated aspects of biohydrogen technology and interpret 

what opportunities are available and could be considered subsequent to the 

upstream (production) side of biological, dark fermentative hydrogen generation, 

especially in relation to the utilization of CO2 obtained after membrane separation 

step. To our knowledge, for now, there is no such a review-type article combining 

all these aforementioned fields and hence, could fill an existing gap in the scientific 

literature.  

 

2. Membrane gas technology for CO2 and H2 separation 

 

According to authors such as Mulder [13] and Bakonyi et al. [6], gas 

separation process is influenced by many important factors such as: permeabilities 

and separation factors of permeating gases, geometry of the membrane (flat-

sheet, hollow fiber), membrane structure and morphology, separation layer 

thickness, membrane module design. All these variables should be taken in 

account when designing the whole gas separation process. 

Typical membrane gas separation utilizes asymmetric membranes with non-

porous top-layer made from organic polymer by phase inversion process [13]. 
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Partial pressure difference between the feed and the permeate is the driving force 

for permeation of CO2 through a membrane. They are several possibilities how to 

enhance the driving force. One way is to recycle part of the CO2 permeate into the 

feed and thus increase the initial CO2 concentration. Second way is to increase 

the feed pressure using a compressor or decrease the pressure in the permeate 

with a vacuum pump. Other option could be lowering CO2 partial pressure in the 

permeate with a sweeping gas [6,14]. Increasing the driving force on the other 

hand means higher consumption/energy costs. From this reason it is always 

necessary to perform economical evaluation of the overall process at explicit 

process conditions and compare it with other options or consider using hybrid 

processes or other alternative separating processes to find the best solution, e.g. 

Bakonyi et al. [7] suggesting the need for combined membrane and chemical 

absorption based process. 

 

2.1. Polymer blend and mixed matrix membranes 

 

Thousands of polymer materials and membranes were characterized 

regarding gas separation properties. Robeson [11,15] pointed out on the certain 

trade-off between selectivity and permeability of the membranes. This trade-off, 

displayed by the upper-bound line in Fig. 1, in general shows that it is difficult to 

achieve high permeability and high selectivity simultaneously.  

Among the approaches to overcome this trade-off, the preparation of special 

class of membranes incorporating components to promote the gas transport or 
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selectivity can be mentioned. Such material could be other polymer or softener, 

various fillers like zeolites, layered minerals, graphene related materials, etc. 

Membranes containing inorganic fillers are often called mixed matrix membranes 

(MMMs). Special group of materials which involve combination with ionic liquids 

are discussed in Section 2.2. 

Some promising materials surpassing the Robeson’s upper-bound for 

CO2/H2 separation are presented in Fig. 1. According to Bakonyi et al. [6] and 

Rabiee et al. [16], one of the most studied polymer for CO2/H2 separations is 

polyamide and polyether copolymer under commercial name PEBAX® (there are 

more polymers under this brand which differ in chemical structure of PA and ether 

blocks). These neat polymers can have CO2 permeability about 80 Barrers and 

CO2/H2 selectivity around 8 [12].  

Regarding specific discussion of some salient accomplishments plotted in 

Fig. 1, it is worthy of mentioning the significant permeability and selectivity 

improvements of PEBAX® polymer achieved by Car et al. [17] thanks to combining 

PEBAX® MH 1657 with PEG (polyethylene glycol), which is well-known for its 

notable affinity toward carbon dioxide. Actually, the CO2 permeabilities were 

doubled and at the same time, the CO2/H2 selectivities increased from the value of 

9 to nearly 11. Besides that, in the paper of Reijerkerk et al. [18], the mixture of 

PEO and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was added to PEBAX® 1657 matrix. Well-

known gas separation company MTR Inc. uses its own membrane with 2000 GPU 

CO2 permeance and CO2/H2 selectivity of 10 (at 25 oC) under brand name 

Polaris™ (Fig. 1).  
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In the work of Huang et al. [19], a range of MMM were prepared by IL-

modified graphene oxide (GO) and PEBAX®. As a matter of fact, GO was modified 

by 1-(3-aminopropyl)-3- methylimidazolium bromide ionic liquid (IL). The GO 

nanosheets have high aspect ratio and when incorporated into polymer matrix, 

they increase tortuosity for permeating gas molecules and thus increase diffusion 

selectivity. Chosen ILs contain free amino groups helping to improve the interfacial 

compatibility between GO nanosheets and the polymer. Furthermore, IL 

intercalated GO nanosheets, which led to facilitated CO2 transport through the 

reversible reaction, resulted in enhanced CO2/H2 and CO2/N2 selectivities 

surpassing the Robeson's upper bound published in 2008 [11]. 

 

2.2. Membranes containing ionic liquids (ILs) 

 

ILs can be considered as salts consisted of the inorganic/organic anion and 

organic cation which have melting point below 100°C. The variety of combination 

of cations and anions is almost unlimited, because of large number of possible 

ions. Nevertheless, the properties of chosen cation and anion extensively 

determine the resulting IL physico-chemical properties such as 

hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, viscosity, melting point, and solvatation properties. 

Therefore, such ILs can be tailor-made for specific applications including gas 

separation [6].  

To utilize advantages of polymers and ILs, they are several ways how to 

combine them. Supported liquid membranes (SLMs) are prepared when the pores 
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of porous asymmetric membrane are filled with single or mixture of ILs. Because 

of extremely low vapor pressure ILs practically don’t evaporate from the 

membrane in comparison with other liquid membranes. On the other hand, often 

the capillary forces are not strong enough to keep ILs in the pores when higher 

pressure is applied. To minimize this problem, the common strategy is to cover the 

pores with top layer of highly permeable polymer such as PDMS or blend this 

polymer with the IL directly [20]. Other option is to use anions or cations of ILs 

which can be polymerized and create polymerized-IL (PIL). In the paper of 

Gouveia et al. [21], dense composite membranes containing pyrrolidinium-based 

PILs with [C(CN)3]− or [NTf2]− anions and various amounts of free IL 

([C2mim][C(CN)3], [C4mpyr][NTf2] or [C2mim][NTf2]) incorporated were prepared by 

the solution casting method. CO2 and H2 permselectivities were determined at 

typical biohydrogen formation conditions (100 kPa of feed pressure and 

temperature of 308 K). PIL–IL membranes containing the [NTf2]− anion showed 

the highest H2 permeability and solubility while the PIL–IL composites having the 

[C(CN)3]− anion showed the highest H2 diffusivity and CO2/H2 permselectivity. 

Particularly, at 35 oC, the best result was obtained for the PIL C(CN)3–60 IL 

C(CN)3 composite membrane (permeability of CO2 – 505 Barrer,  CO2/H2 

selectivity – 12.5), to be seen comparable with the best achievements in the 

literature.  
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2.3. Membranes with faciliated transport 

 

Other approach to overcome the Robeson trade-off is utilizing of facilitated 

transport inside of the membranes. Basically, in facilitated transport a carrier 

should reversibly interact with the species to be separated in the mixture and 

leads to the formation of a transient complex molecule. Thereafter, the transfer of 

the targeted permeating substance is aided by the movement of the complex or 

the jump of the species from one carrier to another (fixed carrier). A 

comprehensive review on facilitated transport in separation membranes can be 

found in Li et al. [22]. 

A recent study by Cheng et al. [23] represented an approach for enhancing 

CO2/H2 gas separation by utilizing PEBAX® membrane with blended polyethylene 

glycol dimethyl ether (PEGDME). Several facilitated transport membranes, namely 

Pebax/PEGDME/[P66614][Triz], Pebax/PEGDME/MEA and 

Pebax/PEGDME/[P66614][2-Op] were fabricated. In fact, the last material 

exhibited the best CO2 permeability of all (672.1 Barrer at temperature of 25 oC), 

while blended membrane employing MEA had the largest CO2/H2 selectivity with 

17.8. Furthermore, all materials were coated on the α-Al2O3 ceramic hollow fiber 

support reaching permeances between 63-79 GPU.  
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2.4. Enzymatic gas separation membranes 

 

Based on the fundamentals of gas separation using membranes, the gas 

diffusion and solubility properties in the (non-porous, polymeric) material of the 

membrane play key-roles and influence therefore the actual attainable selectivity 

[6,24,25]. Hence, approaches enabling the alteration of these features could lead 

to better separation efficiency. In this aspect, a promising avenue seems to be 

associated with the deployment of biocatalytic membranes, where the membrane 

is fabricated with particular enzyme(s). The advantage of enzyme deployment 

originates from the fact that enzymes are known to take part in and catalyze 

specific reactions. On these grounds, enormous potential of carbonic anhydrase 

(CA) has been found since this enzyme, as highlighted in Fig. 2, mediates the 

hydration transformation of CO2 to bicarbonate [26-28] and can contribute to 

accelerated carbon capture [29]. Consequently, membranes containing CA are 

expected to achieve facilitated transport of CO2 over other gases such as H2 and 

then, the process benefits from the increased selectivity of the two gaseous 

compounds. 

Literature examples clearly illustrate that the addition of CA to various gas 

separation membranes improves he CO2 permeation rate through the membrane 

thanks to the facilitation of the transport [30-32] even at elevated temperatures 

[33], while additional studies found that membranes with immobilized CA could 

have pro-longed stability, considered as an important trait for a reliable technology 

[34,35]. Scientists such as Neves et al. [36] and Martins et al. [37] have shown 
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that the water activity could be a notable factor to deal with in CA-containing 

membranes, e.g. those made with different solvents to form supported liquid 

membrane (SLM) due to its effect on the CO2 solubility in the actual membrane, 

determining selectivity in the relation of CO2 and other gaseous substances. As a 

matter of fact, it was shown by Nemestóthy et al. [31] based on the Robeson 

upper-bound chart that membranes lacking CA significantly underperformed those 

prepared with CA, which can thus be seen as a way forward in the membrane 

R&D progress. 

Given that the gas separation process using membranes prepared with CA 

enzyme can produce permeate with increased CO2 content (and thus lower H2-

contents and losses in the permeate), the utilization of this gas stream may be 

attempted by CO2-consuming applications such, including either fermentative or 

bioelectrochemical pathways. The former involves mainly the hydrogenotrophic 

methanogenesis, where H2 and CO2 are transformed into methane [38], whilst the 

latter option can refer to the (electro)microbiologically-supported synthesis of 

chemicals, such as CH4 or other value-added chemicals e.g. hydrocarbons, 

alcohols [39]. Interestingly, it was experienced by Srikanth et al. [40] that the 

addition of CA aided the in bioelectrocatalytic formation of formic acid applying 

formate dehydrogenase because of the faster dissolution and subsequently more 

prompt availability of substrate for the conversion.  
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3. Approaches to modelling of H2 gas transport 

 

 Generally, the modeling of the membrane separation process can be 

performed on three levels. The first one is the membrane level, 2nd – the 

membrane module level, 3rd – the module arrangement level. As the membrane 

and the module form one unit we will concentrate only on these first two levels.  

The most general are the transport equations of non-equilibrium 

thermodynamics which take into account the cross-effects between all the 

components in the membrane system. The Maxwell-Stefan equations (Eq. 2) are 

equivalent to those equations; they represent the balance of the driving force and 

the frictional forces which are proportional to differences of the velocities for 

moving molecules, including the membrane. Neglecting all the cross-effects the 

simplest transport equation is obtained relating the flux of gas i, Ji, with its 

pressure difference through the membrane (Eq. 1):  

 

( )
ipifii ppQJ ,, −=           (1) 

 

where Qi is the gas permeance in the membrane, pf,I and pp,i are respectively 

the pressure of i in the feed and permeate sides. Because of its simplicity it is 

frequently used in the modeling of membrane processes [41-43].  

For the solution-diffusion model Qi is determined by the diffusion coefficient of ith 

gas in the membrane material and its sorption factor divided by the membrane 

thickness [44]. 
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3.1. Maxwell-Stefan equations 

 

In one dimension (coordinate z) for n-component mixture with the 

membrane as the reference frame they can be written in Eq. 2 [45]: 

  

( ) i

i

n

ijj

jij

ij

i v
D

RT
vvx

D

RT

dz

d
+−=− 

= ,1


  i = 1, 2, .., n    (2) 

 

where i, vi, xi denote chemical potential, velocity, molar fraction of species i, 

respectively, Dij – Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity representing interaction for i and j. 

Comparing with the frictional formalism (e.g. Spiegler [46]) RT/Dij has the meaning 

of friction coefficient. For dense or microporous membranes Dij depends not only 

on i-j interactions but also on interactions with the membrane. The linear velocity vi 

is related to the flux Ji by the relation vi = Ji/ci, where ci stands for the 

concentration of ith species inside the dense membrane or the membrane pores 

(zeolite membrane). However, the Maxwell-Stefan equations are rarely applied for 

polymer membranes [47]. Mostly, they are used to describe the gas transport in 

zeolite membranes [45,48-50]. For instance, it was possible to explain the strange 

behavior of permeances of H2 and CO2 in MFI zeolite membrane (experimental 

result by Sandström et al. [51]). For that membrane the permeance of hydrogen 

gas in the H2-CO2 mixture was one order below compared to pure H2, whereas in 

the case of CO2 it decreased twice. The explanation of this phenomenon given by 

Krishna [45] was based on the non-zero cross-coefficients Dij.  
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3.2. Membrane as electrical circuit analog 

 

Generally, the membranes consist of series of layers of different 

permeabilities. Moreover, the layers can also be heterogeneous. Such a 

composite membrane, including boundary diffusion layers, can be represented as 

the electrical circuit analog [52,53]. E.g. such a model has been applied by Peng 

et al. [53] to the PDMS/PS (polydimethylsiloxane /polysulfone hollow-fibre 

composite membrane to describe the transport of mixture H2, N2 and CH4. For that 

system they obtained the selectivity of H2/N2 and H2/CH4 ca. 27 and 21, 

respectively. They assumed that the membrane consists of 3 layers – coating 

(PDMS, 1), dense (PS, 2), and porous support (PS) layers. The dense layer was 

represented by a parallel connection of the resistance of its pores containing 

PDMS and the resistance of PS part of that layer. Besides, the resistance for 

boundary layer on the feed side was also considered. The resistances of the 

porous support and of the boundary layer on the permeate side were negligible. 

The resistances of the layers that make up the entire membrane were 

approximated by a simple equation R = l/(PA), where A, l, P are the layer area, 

thickness, and permeability, respectively. The resistance of the feed boundary 

layer was treated inversely proportional to the feed flow rate (uf), in the nth power 

i.e. Rf  1/uf
n. The final equation for the total permeance of the system was (Eq. 3) 

(Eq. 21 in Peng et al. [53]): 
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where J is the gas flux, p – the transmembrane pressure,  – the surface 

porosity of the dense layer of PS, P1, P2 – permeability of PDMS, PS, respectively, 

a and n are experimentally determined parameters. The above equation described 

the experimental data satisfactory.  

Grahn and Hedlund [48] applied a more sophisticated model for simulating 

CO2 removal from CO2/H2 mixture using the tubular silicate-1 membrane in the 

counter-current regime. The composite membrane consisted of zeolite film and 

two porous support layers; the boundary diffusion layer was also taken into 

account. The transport was described by the following equations: 

 

1) zeolite film -  Maxwell-Stefan equations, 

2) zeolite film defects – Fick’s law, here the diffusional activation energy was 

assumed with inverse proportionality to the size of defect in third power, 

3) porous layers – sum of Knudsen diffusion and viscous flow, 

4) boundary diffusion layer – mass transfer coefficient was obtained by 

Sherwood correlation corresponding to the membrane module and Reynolds 

number. 

 

The parameters of that model were evaluated on the base of literature data. 

The model was deployed to a hypothetical case of carbon dioxide recovery from 
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equimolar mixture of CO2 and H2 in one- and two-stage layouts. A similar model 

(the boundary diffusion layer was neglected) was applied for the description of 

H2/CO2 separation using a disc MFI membrane [50]. 

 

3.3. First-principles modeling or molecular approach 

The molecular approach to the description of membrane transport needs 

rather a lot of computation time and even for this reason it is not suitable for 

modeling the process of of membrane separation. Nevertheless, it is helpful in 

choosing a potentially useful membrane material for such processes. During the 

last decades, special attention has been dedicated to MOF membranes and the 

carbon materials, e.g. graphene with various defects (ideal graphene is not 

permeable to gases). The literature on this subject is numerous. We mention only 

a few examples where the selectivity H2/CO2 is given. 

For instance, in the work of Xu et al. [54], a carbon nanopore was analyzed 

with respect to the gas mixtures (CO2, H2, and CH4) separation both 

experimentally and by simulation. The tested membrane was prepared by coating 

the -alumina tube with a polyetherimide film and carbonization. The fluxes and 

selectivity factor (SF) were calculated for a single slit pore using nonequilibrium 

molecular dynamics simulations. The simulated SF for equimolar binary mixtures 

of H2 and CO2 strongly depended on the pore width (Fig. 5 in Xu et al. [54]) – for 

the width equal ca. 1.66CH4 = 0.63 nm SF(CO2/H2) was 1, below that value SF 

was going to very low values, above 0.63 nm SF could reach 20 or even higher 

values (not shown in that figure). However, these results were not confirmed by 
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the experimental results. According to the BET method the pore size was in the 

range 0.3–1.0 nm with a sharp peak at 0.36 nm. According to the simulations for 

such a pore size SF (CO2/H2) should be below 1 whereas it was above 2.5 (Fig.10 

in Grahn and Hedlund [48]).   

In the paper of Qin et al. [55], the separation properties of graphene with 

defects were investigated basing on the ab initio quantum mechanical calculations 

for various gases, including H2 and CO2. The energetic barrier for the gas 

permeation was calculated for each gas, E. The separation factor was obtained 

using the Arrhenius equation (Eq. 4): 

 

( )( )kTEE
A

A
S BA

B

A
BA /Exp/ −−=         (4) 

 

Assuming the same prefactors (AA, AB) they obtained very high values of 

SA/B (Tab.2 in Qin et al. [55]): H2/CO2 – 1010, H2/O2 - 3109, H2/N2 - 21012. Even 

much higher selectivities obtained from Eq. 4 were reported by Li et al. [56] for the 

2D polyphenylene layer. However, the gas permeabilities in those works were not 

estimated; therefore, it is not possible to confirm the usefulness of such membrane 

materials. 

CO2, H2, and CH4 adsorption and self-diffusion (bio-metal organic 

framework (bio-MOF) with pure gases and binary mixtures) were studied by Atci et 

al. [57]. They applied equilibrium molecular dynamics as well as grand canonical 

Monte Carlo simulations assuming a rigid structure of bio-MOF-11. They found 

that the adsorption selectivity CO2/H2 exceeds 400 at the mixture composition 
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CO2/H2:10/90. They explained it by a more remarkable confinement of carbon 

dioxide in bio-MOF-11. On the other hand, they found that small H2 molecules 

diffuse almost 1 order of magnitude faster than CH4 and CO2 molecules in the 

pores of bio-MOF-11. The permeation selectivity was calculated from Eq. 5:  

 

Bself

Aself

BAadsBA
D

D
SS

,

,

/,/ =          (5) 

 

with vacuum assumed on the permeate side. The predicted selectivity of bio-MOF-

11 membrane for CO2/H2 mixture (composition 90/10) was from over 20 (feed gas 

fugacity 2 bar) to almost 70 (50 bar). 

 

3.4. Modelling of membrane module 

 

The number of papers dealing with the module modeling is abundant. 

Therefore, only some selected papers will be presented here. On a membrane 

module, to evaluate gas separation, three sub-models should be considered – the 

membrane transport model and the models describing the flows on both sides of 

membrane. The detailed mass, momentum, energy balance equations for hollow-

fibre as well as spiral wound modules are gathered in Marriott et al. [58]. It is the 

most rigorous approach and the authors demonstrated its validity by testing it on 

the experimental examples from the gas separation, pervaporation, and reverse 

osmosis. Below we present basic approaches based on the mass balance 

equations.  
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A simple approach was applied by Bucsu et al. [59]. Although they used a 

hollow fiber membrane module they assumed perfect mixing on both sides of 

membrane. Their calculations applied Eq. 1 and the assumption that the molar 

fraction of permeate components is given by ( )21/ JJJy ii += , i = 1, 2. They could 

roughly describe the experimental data applying that model – separation of H2/N2 

(using a dense polyethersulphone-polyimide membrane) and H2/CO2 (porous 

hollow fibre high density polyethylene membrane). It is a question to which extent 

the observed deviation of the model is caused by the simple membrane transport 

equation or by the assumed perfect stirring on the feed and permeate sides of the 

membrane. The analysis of various flow arrangements: co-current flow, counter-

current flow, cross flow, one-side mixing, perfect mixing (Fig. 3) was performed by 

Shindo et al. [43]. They assumed: 

 

- the membrane transport given by Eq. 1,  

- the gas permeabilities in the mixture are the same as those of pure gases and 

do not depend on pressure, 

- negligible boundary diffusion layers, 

- negligible pressure drops along the membrane on the high and low pressure 

sides, 

- a plug flows, except the obvious situations c-e shown in Fig. 3 

- steady state of the process, and  

- isothermal conditions.  
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Similar flow patterns, under similar assumptions, were earlier analyzed by 

Walawender and Stern [60]. In both papers such as Shindo et al. [43] and 

Walawender and Stern [60], the advantage of the counter-current pattern is 

shown. On the other hand, Ji et al. [49], modeling the separation of the H2-Ar 

mixture at high temperature (400 C) in a multi-tube (cobalt oxide silica) 

membrane module, found that counter- and co-current flow patterns yield similar 

results regarding the yield, purity and recovery of H2. The authors attribute this 

observation to the significant gas-through-gas diffusion in the feed domain under 

high temperatures. Also Aghaeinejad-Meybodi et al. [61], by applying the model 

from Shindo et al. [43] for the H2 separation from CO and CO2 (methanol steam 

reforming products) using the silica membrane, report that at high pressures the 

difference between co- and counter-current flow patterns is not considerable. 

Regarding a hollow fiber membrane (HFM), because of small inner radius of 

fibers one should take into account also the drop of pressure inside such narrow 

capillaries. This effect was taken into account by e.g. Coker et al. [41], Thundyil 

and Koros [62], Ji et al. [49] by applying the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. In [41] and 

[62], for solving differential mass balance equations the finite-difference method 

was applied (called also the tank-in-series model).   

Other additional assumptions used in the simulation of HFM module were 

[41]: 

 

- no axial mixing of gases inside and outside the fiber in the bulk flow direction, 
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- the hollow fiber is comprised of a very thin separation layer and a porous 

support, 

- the simulation results obtained for a single hollow fiber are scaled to the 

bundle of fibers, 

- all fibers are uniform and do not deform under pressure. 

 

The model was applied to describe the H2 purification from light hydrocarbons 

and for air components separation. Peer et al. [63] applied a similar model for co- 

and counter-current mode as in [41] and [43]. Contrary to Coker et al. [41], they 

assumed the same pressure inside the fiber along its longitudinal axis. They 

studied the separation of hydrogen gas from carbon monoxide by a hollow fiber 

polyimide membrane module. It was stated that although the gas permeance 

depends on pressure and mixture composition their simulation results based on 

the constant permeance assumption differed insignificantly from the experimental 

results. 

Katoh et al. [42] examined the impact of non-ideal mixing on the separation 

process using a hollow fiber module and the tank-in-series model. The general 

assumptions of that model were the same as that of Coker et al. [41]. The 

conditions of nonideal mixing was realized by increasing the number of tanks on 

the permeate side (inside fiber) comparing to that on the feed side (shell side). 

Analyzing H2 recovery from refinery gases they found that the decrease in mixing 

of the feed side increases the H2 recovery but slightly decreases the H2 

concentration in permeate. 
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3.5. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach 

 

The ANN approach attracted also attention of some researchers; it can be 

applied to fit the global membrane system. Here we mention only two works where 

the gas mixture containing H2 are treated [64,65]. In Peer et al. [64], the ANN 

technique for the description of a gas mixture separation (H2, CO2, CH4 and C2H6) 

in a hollow fiber PI membrane module was applied. A good agreement of the ANN 

results with the experimental ones was obtained.  

In Rezakazemi et al. [65], the selectivity of MMMs towards gases in 

particular hydrogen, carbon dioxide, methane and propane under varied 

conditions (input variables: feed pressure, nanofiller content and the kind of gas) 

was investigated. MMMs were formed by casting technique using the dispersion of 

zeolite 4A nanoparticles in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). In the experiments, a 

cross-flow module was tested. According to Figs. 9 and 13 in Rezakazemi et al. 

[65], the selectivity H2/CO2 for their membranes was between 0 and 0.2. The 

description of experimental results using the ANFIS (adaptive neuro-fuzzy 

inference system) model was good. 

Generally, the ANN approach needs a lot of experimental data. In Peer et al. 

[64], among 35 data points 27 were used for training (82 %), 5 for validation and 

only 3 for testing (9%). Much more experimental points (216) were obtained by 

Rezakazemi et al. [65], randomly ordering them nto the training (151, 70%) and 

test (65, 30%) sets. One can notice here that for 3 input variables the full plan 

even on 5 levels would yield much smaller number of experiments – 53 = 125. 
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There are two other important disadvantages of the ANN approach resulting 

from the fact that it is not based on any physical model and can only be treated as 

some kind of nonlinear fitting [66]. The 1st one is that we should not expect any 

reliable results beyond the range of the input data used for training (in other 

words: we cannot extrapolate the data) [67]. The 2nd one – it does not help us in 

understanding the discussed experimental process. 

 

4. Biological processes for utilization of CO2-rich gaseous streams 

generated by the membrane separation stage 

 

4.1. Anaerobic conversion of CO2(/H2) to CH4 – possible approach via 

methanogenesis 

 

Biological approaches for CO2 transformation to various value-added 

compounds provide a beneficial concept, since they usually can be performed 

without or with slight modifications of the existing reactor types and apply microbial 

biocatalyst with low cost and high selectivity. One of these processes is the so-

called hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis (HM), which appeared mainly as a 

feasible technology for upgrading biogas [68,69]. The technique utilizes CO2 and 

H2 gases as feedstocks to form CH4, according to the biological Sabatier-reaction 

(Eq. 6), catalyzed by hydrogenotrophic archaea [70] (Tables 1 and 2). 

 

𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 4𝐻2(𝑔) ↔ 𝐶𝐻4(𝑔) + 2𝐻2𝑂(𝑙);  ∆𝐺0 = −130.7 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙   (6) 
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In theory, HM requires molar ratio of CO2:H2 = 1:4, although several results in 

literature indicated that the ratio used in real applications should compensate the 

utilization of substrate for biomass growth (CO2 and H2, as well) [71-73]. 

Generally, HM can be distinguished into two types: in situ and ex situ methanation. 

The term in situ methanation refers to the reduction of internally 

produced/obtained CO2 by externally provided H2 [74]. This approach can be 

effectively applied for product upgrading when the CO2 is found as an undesirable 

by-product next to methane, such as in case of biogas fermentation technology. 

The so-called ex situ methanation, however, means the use of parallel addition of 

CO2 and H2 to a biological methanation reactor in the given ratio to perform the 

Sabatier-reaction [69]. When the substrate carbon dioxide is derived from 

technologies other than biogas fermentation, the latter method is a viable option. 

Moreover, in case of CO2/H2 separation processes (such as membrane 

separation), a properly designed product gas stream can be directly provided for 

the methanation unit.   

Depending on the type of the applied biocatalyst (pure or mixed cultures), 

further sub-techniques can be plotted. Firstly, by using pure cultures, high 

selectivity can be achieved and the overall process can be well designed. 

Although, sustainability consideration should be also taken into account, since the 

methane is a low-price product. Therefore, the use of naturally occurring or 

industry-derived hydrogenotrophic archaea-containing microbe sources may be 

more preferable for field application. In case of such mixed consortia, the 

enrichment of preferred methanogenic species and the suppression of undesirable 
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side-reactions should be carried out. For instance, in addition of Sabatier-reaction, 

the CO2/H2 mixture can be utilized through the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway (Eq. 7) to 

form acetic acid [75,76]: 

 

2𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 4𝐻2(𝑔) ↔ 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑂−(𝑎𝑞) + 𝐻+(𝑎𝑞) + 2𝐻2𝑂(𝑙);  ∆𝐺0 = −95 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 (7) 

 

This reaction occurs and competes with HM due to homoacetogenic species 

being present [69]. Apparently, the homoacetogenesis means not only a reduction 

in the expected methane yield, but also a threat system stability due to the 

inhibitory effect of acid accumulation in the media, if not oxidized with appropriate 

rate at the same time [77]. Fortunately, if it is not inhibited in the system, the so-

called acetoclastic methanogenesis (AM) may occur to further promote methane 

formation based on acetic acid in accordance with Eq. 8 [78]: 

 

𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑞) ↔ 𝐶𝐻4(𝑔) + 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔); ∆𝐺0 = −36 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙   (8) 

 

Although it is an efficient pathway to increase the methane yields and 

protect HM-performing microbes from acid inhibition, AM is significantly less 

energetically favorable than HM [79]. 

 Another major aspect is the technological implementation of methanation. 

As it is generally concluded, the most significant engineering issue is the 

insufficient gas to liquid phase mass transfer of hydrogen gas because of its 

limited solubility [80,81]. It should be noted that when higher operational 
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temperatures are set in order to stimulate the methanogen species, a 

counterproductive effect appears: the decrease in gas solubility at higher 

temperatures [82]. To enhance H2 gas transfer to the liquid phase, the 

methanation in pressurized bioreactors could be highly beneficial, since the 

efficiency of methanogenesis, the gas solubility as well as the gas transfer 

coefficient (through the decrease in bubble size under pressure) can be increased 

by using pressure [69,83]. However, when providing H2 externally to the system, 

the aspect of H2 partial pressure should be carefully addressed and kept relatively 

low, since – according to several literature examples – the increase in H2 partial 

pressure may have inhibitory effect on organic acid (acetate, propionate, butyrate) 

oxidizing microbes, thus, the acid accumulation can lead to the deterioration of 

methanogenesis [69,84,85,86]. Normally, the injection of hydrogen should be 

balanced with its consumption. 

 Besides the application of pressure, the H2 distribution method and reactor 

type are efficient tools to control the process efficiency. Although reactor types 

such as anaerobic filters, bubble columns, up-flow anaerobic sludge blanket or 

trickle bed reactors have been developed, continuously stirred tank reactors can 

usually outperform them in the cost of supplied energy [69,72,81,87]. For better H2 

distribution in various reactors, distributor systems can be efficiently used in form 

of diffusers, sponges or even ceramic/polymeric membranes [38,88,89]. 
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4.2. Utilization of CO2 for Microbial Electrosynthesis 

 

Microbial electrosynthesis (MES) is a novel technology that allows carbon 

dioxide valorization without the need of a chemical reductant like hydrogen gas or 

others, which has already been proposed within the concept of biorefinery [90,91]. 

In this case, the reducing power is provided by a cathode in the form of electrons, 

and the reduction reaction is biologically catalyzed by electrotrophic 

microorganisms such as Sporomusa ovata or Clostridium ljundhalii, using CO2 as 

sole carbon source [92]. These special microorganisms, used as inexpensive 

catalyst, are able to directly exchange electrons in contact with conductive solid 

surfaces and incorporate them into their metabolism, together with protons, to 

reduce CO2 into reduced organics such as volatile fatty acids, alcohols or methane 

(Table 3). Moreover, MES shows great potential to find new products that can be 

targeted, providing that the final product is strongly determined by the microbial 

community present in the bioelectrode, which represents an extensive field [92]. 

Another advantage of MES among other CO2 or syngas valorization technologies 

is that MES works at ambient conditions of temperature and pressure, in contrast 

to high pressure and temperature required for technologies such as water/gas shift 

(WGS) reaction or Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis [93]. Nevertheless, electric 

energy from an external power supply is necessary to provide the microorganisms 

with electrons, which makes MES a potential technology for renewable electric 

energy storing in the form of chemical energy. 
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Off-gases containing mostly CO2 are less valuable and attractive for most 

CO2 valorization technologies proposed due to the absence of a reductant, 

although these residual streams are largely available in heavy industries, large-

scale fermentations or power plants [93]. However, pure CO2 has already been 

used as feedstock in MES in several studies showing efficiency and good 

performance. Besides, using CO2 has proven to be more productive than 

bicarbonate as feedstock, which was the first substrate proposed for inorganic 

carbon reduction, offering for instance a 5-fold increase in acetate productivity 

[94]. Nevertheless, only a few studies have dealt with real CO2 residual streams 

until date. These gases have different impurities, such as O2, N2, NOx, SOx or H2S, 

that are strongly dependent on the source, and can be harmful for electroactive 

bacteria [92,95]. Among these, oxygen is the highest threat for MES systems, as 

electroactive bacteria are commonly strict anaerobes [96]. The rest of usual 

impurities could even be removed simultaneously with CO2 in MES systems, 

representing another advantage for CO2 off-gas valorization with MES systems 

[95,97]. 

Providing that the most important energy input of MES is the external power 

supply to provide electrons to the biocathode, a cheap and sustainable electrical 

source must be found for this purpose. Renewable energy is rapidly growing in the 

last few years all over the world, and their variable and unpredictable nature is 

generating growing energy surpluses that are beginning to compromise electric 

grid stability. Till now, storage systems allowing for exploitation of this energy 

excess have been proposed as solution to this challenge [98]. MES has therefore 
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the potential to store these energy surpluses and valorize residual CO2 streams 

simultaneously, giving as a result easily storable and usable chemical energy. The 

unpredictable nature of renewable energy could, not only affect grid stability but 

also represent a potential threat to the microbial communities in the biocathode of 

a MES, that depend on the electrons provided by the power supply. In this sense, 

a few studies have already been published concluding that MES is resilient to 

renewable energy fluctuations, showing how the system performance and 

productivities can be maintained during subsequent power disconnections, and 

reaching titers comparable with non-disturbed systems [99,100]. 

Although MES has a great potential for residual CO2 utilization and 

important technological advancements have been made in the last few years to 

make it feasible in practice, its novelty and complexity keeps it below other 

alternatives from an economical point of view nowadays [101]. Coupling MES with 

renewable energy or the use of real exhaust gases as feedstock are key steps to 

make MES economically viable as it has been covered above. Ion exchange 

membrane’s high cost, CO2 dissolution and the use of novel metals to catalyze the 

counter electrode reaction are also among the main drawbacks that must be 

overcome. Regarding to membranes, alternative materials are already being used 

to lower system capital cost showing good performance [102]. Gas diffusion 

electrodes (GDEs) are being developed to improve inorganic carbon availability to 

the biocathode [103]. And the most common platinum or dimensionally stable 

anode counter electrodes meant for water splitting [92] are intended to be 

replaced by bioanodes lowering cell potential and catalyst cost [104]. It is 
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expected that overcoming these challenges with the research efforts being carried 

out globally will move the MES technology closer to industrialization bring it on par 

with electrocatalytic CO2 conversion. 

 

4.3. CO2 conversion in bioelectrochemical systems applying 

microalgae  

 

Microalgal biomass is considered a propitious feedstock towards biofuels 

generation. Nevertheless, the technologies for the commercial/large scale 

applications of microalgae-derived biofuels are not economically viable yet 

[105,106]. Thus, to address this issue, the microalgal biorefinery approach could 

be a promising way to reduce the cost involved during bioenergy conversion. 

Among this, wastewater treatment and electricity generation from microalgae is 

recently paid more attention. Earlier reports showed that the microalgae had been 

identified as a potential resource for energy, remediation via wastewater treatment 

and also as a source of high value-added products and CO2 sequestration. 

Nevertheless, one of the newest applications in microalgal technology is 

microbial fuel cells (MFCs). This technology can be used for electricity generation 

during the microalgae degradation at anode and result in the release of electrons. 

Moreover, microalgae can be cultivated or grown in the cathode chamber aid in 

the carbon capture. In bacteria, the first electricity production was made in the 

year of 1911, however, until the beginning of the 1990s not much attention was 

paid towards MFCs [107,108]. Nowadays, many advanced approaches introduced 
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towards new anode/cathode materials, efficient designs, low-cost catalysts or 

substrates. These improvements have resulted in the cost-effectiveness, 

enhanced efficiency that ultimately ended its application various places.  

In comparison with other available technologies for bioenergy production, 

MFCs offer several unique advantages, and they were i) direct output either as 

energy/electricity, ii) high performances and turnovers at ambient temperature, iii) 

many times not necessary for the extra energy source, iv) reliable baseload 

power, v) cost-effective feedstock storage and vi) highly environmental friendly 

with almost no pollution impact [109]. Currently, one of the most promising 

advances in MFCs is the utilization of microalgae for power generation. Generally, 

in MFCs process microalgae can be used as substrate at the anode for the 

removal of nutrients or capture of CO2 generated from the cathode [110,111]. In 

2009, Powell et al. [112] developed an MFC which contained Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae in the anodic chamber and the microalgae Chlorella vulgaris at cathode 

chamber. The microalgal culture worked as a suitable electron acceptor, and this 

organism utilized the CO2 generated from the cathode for its growth. This 

configuration managed to produce 2.7 mW m−2 using two cathodes. Besides, 

microalgae can play a vital role of electrons donor or acceptor simultaneously 

when they are in both the cathodic and anodic chambers. Microalgae-MFC can 

work in the presence and absence of light conditions, whereas photo microbial fuel 

cells can be functional while the photons are present [113,114]. Table 4 revealed 

that different microalgal species involved MFCs synthesis and its configurations 
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can be grouped into a single chamber, double chambers or photosynthetic 

sediment.  

In microalgae based MFCs- as a substrate, the algal biomass can be used 

directly at the anode to remove nutrients or uptake of CO2 generated from the 

cathode as compared with other systems [115]. Presently, in MFCs researchers 

showed more interest in using phototrophic microorganisms at cathode end due to 

its unique features such as oxygen production and ability to capture the generated 

CO2 [116,117]. Notwithstanding, the power generation from abiotic control of 

MFCs might appear comparable with microalgal-based systems; this is restrained 

and not highly feasible option. Microalgal-based cathodes do not require any 

replenishment, and it provides continued operation. Thus, the positive response to 

light emission from photosynthetic cathodes showed the evidence of active 

oxygenators and therefore became vital biocatalysts. This reveals that the 

microalgae-based MFCs appears to be an excellent alternative biocatalyst for 

sustainable energy production, CO2 fixation and appear thus to be the potentials 

material for solving various environment-related problems. For example, 

microalgae serve as a low-cost biomaterial which is suitable for producing many 

types of bioenergy such as biodiesel, bioethanol, biomethane, and biohydrogen. 

Nevertheless, microalgae have numerous benefits, still they hold a lot of 

limitations such as the cost involved in pre-treatment, oil extraction, etc. One of the 

notable limitations is towards the practical application of MFCs is oxygen delivery 

and carbon dioxide accumulation [116]. In MFCs technologies the drawback are 
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based on irreversible reactions and processes in the cathode compartment which 

can grievously affect the performance of MFCs [118]. 

 

5. Future perspectives and concluding remarks 

 

From papers in the literature it seems that biohydrogen fermentation was 

brought already to scaled-up level and successful attempts and models towards 

commercialization have been also communicated [119-121]. Additionally, 

adequate commercialization should consider the deployment of integrative 

biorefinery schemes for improved energy generation efficiency [122-124]. Overall, 

this would indicate that research on the production side has reached a promising 

level of maturity and further efforts should be put into the downstream side of the 

fermentative hydrogen technology in order to realize similar advancement.  

Similar to the philosophy on upstream side, the downstreaming (recovery 

and purification) of biohydrogen should also rely on integrated process solutions, 

where a value-added step is attached subsequent to the actual separation 

methods e.g. membranes [6]. On the basis of the discussion and approaches 

presented thoroughly in this paper, several potential pathways for the valorization 

of CO2 collected concurrently with H2 purification are shown in Fig. 4.  Actually, it 

is meant to be illustrated in Fig. 4 that the membrane material and module 

(forming the membrane unit) have to be designed and modelled so as to take 

proper control on the CO2/H2 separation, resulting in the enhanced feed 

processing capacity, target gas recovery and purity. Afterwards, the secondary 
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streams of the membrane purification system enriched with CO2 can be supplied 

to various microbiologically-driven processes (Fig. 4), such as emerging 

bioelectrochemical systems to synthetize methane or other products via the 

reduction of CO2 or the capability of algae could be exploited to generate useful 

chemicals.  

These approaches should be investigated and feedback should be provided 

in order to reveal the best avenues to go for, both in technological and economical 

terms. For this reason, to take one step forward, the construction of innovative gas 

separation integrated membrane bioreactor – as shown in our previous paper [12] 

– is among the future plans to get more experimental feedback. In this aspect, 

again, membranes e.g. polymer, enzymatic, etc. and modules with superior CO2 

separation properties will be required in order to facilitate the consecutive 

conversion stages [152-155]. 
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Figure legends 

 

Fig. 1 – Comparison of CO2/H2 most promising membrane materials (with 

assumed 1 µm-thick selective layer). PEBAX®/PEG [17]; PEGDA/PEGMEA 

[125]; PEO/PDMS [18]; PEGMEA+particles [126] and Polaris™ membrane 

developed by MTR Inc. Reprinted from Journal of Membrane Science, 457, Lin et 

al., CO2-selective membranes for hydrogen production and CO2 capture – Part I: 

Membrane development, 149-161, Copyright (2014), with permission from 

Elsevier. 

 

Fig. 2 – Working principle of gas separation membrane containing carbonic 

anhydrase (CA) enzyme 

 

Fig. 3 – Flow patterns analysed in [43]: a) co-current flow, b) counter-current  

flow, c) cross flow, d) one-side mixing, e) perfect mixing. 

 

Fig. 4 – Scheme of membrane-based biohydrogen purification and utilization 

of CO2-rich gaseous fraction obtained in the separation process 
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Fig. 2  
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Fig. 3  
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Fig. 4 
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Table 1 – Examplary results regarding in-situ biogas upgrading technologies 

Keywords of the application 

CH4 

enrichment 

(%) 

References 

Continuous sterile tank reactor (CSTR) 

mesophilic condition (38 oC), mesophilic sludge from 

biogas plant, HRT: 23 days, pulse H2, injections 

76.8-100 [127] 

Batch mode, 37 and 60 oC, 

syngas, mesophilic and thermophilic enriched microbial 

consortia, 0.1 L active volume 

64.9 ± 8.3 [128] 

Full-scale, venturi-type injector, thermophilic condition 

(52 °C), manure-based anaerobic digester, working volume 

~1110 m3, deep litter, grass silage, maize silage, HRT: 13 

days 

increasing 

1.7-7  
[129] 

Continouos and bach lab reactors, mesophilic (38 °C), 

manure biogas plant, HRT: 20 days, working volume 0.3 L. 
71-94 [130] 

Upflow anaerobic sludge, thermophilic condition (55 oC), 

potato-strach wastewater, mesophilic granules, 1.4 L 

working volume, HRT: 7 days 

82 [81] 

Exogenous H2 addition, batch mode, lab scale, labelled 

maize leaf, unlabelled maize leaf, thermophilic condition 

(52 °C), 24 days 

89.4 [77] 

Batch mode, total volume of 9.5 L, grass silage, 

thermophilic condition (55oC) 
6.1 – 60.3 [131] 
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Table 2 – Examplary results on ex-situ biogas upgrading technologies 

Keywords of the application 

CH4 

enrichment 

(%) 

References 

Hydrogenotrophic methanogens, digestate from 

biogas plants, CSTR, bubble column reactor, upflow 

reactor, working volume: 1.2 – 1.4 L, 52 oC 

98 [87] 

Thermophilic condition (55oC), up-flow reactor, 

digestate from biogasplant, hydrogenotrophic 

inoculum, 0.85 L working volume 

96 [88] 

Batch and continuous operation, total volume of 

9.5 L, thermophilic condition (55oC) 
32-96 [131] 

Trickle bed, digested sewage sludge, maize silage, 

90 L volume, mesophilic condition, (38 oC), 

biogas/H2 

> 94 [132] 

Pilot-scale trickle bed reactor, thermostatic 55 °C, 

anaerobic sludge from a mesophilic waste water 

treatment plant digester 

> 96 [133] 

Trickling biofilter, enriched hydrogenotrophic culture, 

thermophilic temperature (54 °C), 1 L working 

volume, continuous operation, 

Methanothermobacter sp. 

> 97 [134] 
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Table 3 – Instances of targeted products in MES from CO2 sorted by group [92] 

Group Product Chemical reaction 

Standard 

potentials  

(vs. SHE) 

G
a
s
 f
u
e
l Methane 

(Biogas) 
𝐶𝑂2 + 8𝑒− + 8𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶𝐻4 -0.24 

A
lc

o
h
o
ls

 

Methanol 
𝐶𝑂2 + 6𝑒− + 6𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶𝐻4𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 

-0.38 

Ethanol 
2𝐶𝑂2 + 12𝑒− + 12𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶2𝐻6𝑂

+ 3𝐻2𝑂 

-0.31 

Butanol 
4𝐶𝑂2 + 24𝑒− + 24𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶4𝐻10𝑂

+ 7𝐻2𝑂 

-0.30 

Isopropanol 
3𝐶𝑂2 + 18𝑒− + 18𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶3𝐻8𝑂

+ 5𝐻2𝑂 

-0.30 

Glycerol 
3𝐶𝑂2 + 14𝑒− + 14𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶3𝐻8𝑂3

+ 3𝐻2𝑂 

-0.39 

V
o
la

ti
le

 f
a
tt
y
 a

c
id

s
 

Formic acid 
𝐶𝑂2 + 2𝑒− + 2𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶𝐻2𝑂2 

-0.42 

Acetate 
𝐶𝑂2 + 8𝑒− + 7𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2

−

+ 2𝐻2𝑂 

-0.28 

Butyrate 
4𝐶𝑂2 + 20𝑒− + 19𝐻+ ⇒ 𝐶4𝐻7𝑂2

−

+ 6𝐻2𝑂 

-0.28 
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Table 4 – Some characteristics of algae-assisted bioelectrochemical systems 

 

Microalgal 

species  

MFCs 

Chamber type 

Anode  Cathode Max. power density 

(mW·m–2) 

References 

Anode based Microalgae in MFCs 

Chlorella 

pyrenoidosa 

Double 

chamber 

Graphite 

rod 

Graphite 

rod 

30.15  [114] 

Chlorella 

vulgaris 

Double 

chamber 

Graphite 

brushes     

Graphite 

brushes 

13 [135] 

 Single 

chamber 

Graphite 

fiber brush 

Carbon 

cloth-coated 

P 

980  [136] 

Chlamydomona

s reinhardtii 

Single 

chamber 

Graphite 

felt 

Carbon 

cloth-coated 

78 [137]  

Chlamydomona

s reinhardtii 

Double 

chamber 

Graphite 

electrodes 

Graphite 

electrodes 

12.947 [138]  

 

Dunaliella 

tertiolecta 

Double 

chamber 

Graphite 

plate 

Graphite 

plate 

electrodes 

 

5.3 [139] 

Scenedesmus 

obliquus 

Double 

chamber 

Toray 

carbon 

paper 

Toray 

carbon 

paper 

102 [140] 

Cathode based Microalgae in MFCs 

Chlorella 

vulgaris 

 

Double 

chamber 

Carbon 

fiber brush 

Carbon 

cloth 

 

23.9 [141] 

Chlorella 

vulgaris 

Single 

chamber + 

sediment 

Graphite 

felt 

Multi-

walled 

carbon 

nanotubes 

38 [143] 

Chlorella 

vulgaris 

Double 

chamber 

Toray 

carbon 

Toray 

carbon 

13.5 [144] 
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cloth 
cloth 

Chlorella 

vulgaris 

Double 

chamber 

carbon 

paper 

platinum 

coated 

carbon felt 126 [145] 

Marine 

Chlorella sp. 

Single 

chamber 

carbon 

cloth 

carbon 

cloth 

4.06 [146] 

Chlorella 

vulgaris 

Double 

chamber 

carbon 

felt 

carbon 

fiber 

cloth 

1.82 [147] 

Chlorella 

vulgaris 

Modified 

MFC + tubular 

photobioreact

or 

Carbon 

felt 

Carbon 

paper-coated 

Pt 

27.5 [148] 

Chlorella sp. Double 

chamber 

NF NF/rGO 36.4 [149] 

Chlorella 

vulgaris 

Double 

chamber 

Plain 

graphite 

Plain 

graphite 

62.7 [150] 

Desmodesmus 

sp. A8 

Double 

chamber 

Plain 

graphite felt 

Plain 

graphite felt
 

99.09 [151] 

Scenedesmus 

obliquus 

Double 

chamber 

Plain 

carbon 

paper 

Plain 

carbon 

paper 

159 [142] 
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